The fast ignition (FI) mechanism, in which a pellet containing the thermonuclear fuel is first compressed by a nanosecond laser pulse, and then irradiated by an intense "ignition" beam, initiated by a high power picosecond laser pulse, is one of the promising approaches to the realization of the inertial confinement fusion (ICF). If the ignition beam is composed of deuterons, an additional energy is delivered to the target, coming from fusion reactions of the beam-target type, directly initiated by particles from the ignition beam .In this work, we choose the D+T fuel and at first step we compute the average reactivity in terms of temperature for first time at second step we use the obtained results of step one and calculate the total deposited energy of deuteron beam inside the target fuel at available physical condition then in third step we introduced the dynamical balance equation of D+T mixture and solve these nonlinear differential coupled equations versus time .In forth step we compute the power density and energy gain under physical optimum conditions and at final step we concluded that maximum energy deposited in the target from D+T and D+D reaction are equal to to19269.39061 keV and 39198.58043 keV respectively.
Determination of energy gain time dependent in D+T mixture with calculating total energy deposited of deuteron beam in hot spot

INTRODUCTION
In 1975 A. W.Maschke suggested the use of relativistic heavy ion beams to ignite an inertially confined mass of thermonuclear fuel [1] . As in conventional inertial confinement fusion, the fuel was assumed to be precompressed by a factor of the order of 100 in order to minimize the energy needed for ignition. Maschke suggested that lasers might compress the fuel, by high velocity impact, or by ion beams other than the ignition beam. Maschke's "fast ignition" scheme was finally abandoned in favor of the more conventional approach to inertial fusion where the implosion supplies the energy for both compression and ignition. In 1994 an important paper by Tabak et al. [2] rekindled interest in fast ignition ,this time using short-pulse lasers to provide the ignition temperature. Later, at the 1997 HIF Symposium, Tabak estimated requirements for heavy-ion-driven fast ignition [3] .This approach is now the subject of intense investigation in a number of countries. If ion beams could be made to deliver the energy density needed for ignition, they would have a number of distinct advantages. The reliability, durability, high repetition rate, and high driver efficiency are expected to be advantages of any accelerator driven inertial fusion system. In the case of fast ignition, there are some additional advantages. Moreover, for ions of the appropriate range, the beam energy can be deposited directly in the fuel, eliminating the inefficiency of converting laser light to electrons or ions that then deposit their energy in the fuel. Finally, because of the reduced requirements on illumination symmetry and stability, it may be possible to devise simple illumination schemes using direct drive or tightly coupled indirect drive, or use of single sided ion illumination for indirect drive fuel compression. This could simplify chamber design and, since direct drive and or tightly coupled indirect drive are efficient implosion methods, it could lead to lower driver energy and, as in the laser case, higher energy gain. We consider ion beam requirements for fast ignition in general, where a single short pulse of ions comes in from one direction onto one side of a pre-compressed D+T fuel mass, heating a portion of that fuel mass to conditions of ignition and propagating burn in a pulse shorter than the time for the heated region to expand significantly. The igniter beam (or beams) would be arranged to penetrate the target in such a way that the Bragg peak occurs at the usual target hot spot. Or one might increase the expansion time by tamping the ignition region. In fact Magelssen published a paper in 1984 [4] in which he presented calculations of a target driven by ion beams having two very different energies. The lower energy ions arrived first and imploded the target to a spherical configuration with a rather dense pusher or tamper surrounding the fuel. The higher energy beams were then focused onto the entire assembly, heating both the fuel and the pusher. The combination of the exploding pusher and the direct ion energy deposition heated the fuel to ignition. In summary, the fast ignition (FI) mechanism, in which a pellet containing the thermonuclear fuel is first compressed by a nanosecond laser pulse, and then irradiated by an intense "ignition" beam, initiated by a high power picosecond laser pulse, is one of the promising approaches to the realization of the inertial confinement fusion (ICF). The ignition beam could consist of laser-accelerated electrons, protons, heavier ions, or could consist of the laser beam itself. It had been predicted that the FI mechanism would require much smaller overall laser energies to achieve ignition than the more conventional central hot spot approach, and that it could deliver a much higher fusion gain, due to peculiarities of the pressure and density distributions during the ignition. It is clear, however, that interactions of electrons and ions with plasma, and most importantly the energy deposition mechanisms are essentially different. Moreover, if the ignition beam is composed of deuterons, an additional energy is delivered to the target, coming from fusion reactions of the beam-target type, directly initiated by particles from the ignition beam [5] . These and other effects had been of course taken into account in later works on this topic [6, 7] . In this work, we choose the D+T fuel and at first step we compute the average reactivity in terms of temperature for first time at second step we use the obtained results of step one and calculate the total deposited energy of deuteron beam inside the target fuel at available physical condition then in third of step we introduced the dynamical balance equation of D+T mixture and solve these nonlinear differential coupled equations by programming maple-15 versus time .in forth step we compute the power density and energy gain under physical optimum conditions and at final step we analyzed our obtained results.
NEW CALCULATION OF AVERAGE REACTIVITY FOR D+T AND D+D REACTIONS
In order for two nuclei to fuse they must be brought close to each other such thatthe strong nuclear force dominates the repulsive Coulomb force. Since this Coulombforce preventing two nuclei from getting closer is an increasing function of the atomicnumber Z, the most promising fusion reactions are those involving Hydrogen The rate of thermonuclear reaction is a function of the reaction cross section, temperature , and density. For a mixture of two species with densities and , the reaction rate is given by theexpression [6] ,
where is the reaction cross section and is the Kronecker symbol .If the fusion is "Thermonuclear", i.e. if the energy provided to the reacting particles is the result of heating the system to a temperature T, then we need to use the averaged < >. Assuming a Maxwellian distribution, equation (4) becomes,
By comparing equation (4) and (5) we have
Since the D+Treaction has the highest reaction rate at relatively low fuel temperature, it is the easiest fuel to assemble and burn. However, the presence of neutrons as a product (see D+T reaction) makes it unattractive for fusion reactors.The formula of fusion cross section for all these fusion reactions is given by [8] 
with 3 adjustable parameters ( 1 , 2 and 3 ) only. In (7), and are the mass number for the incident and target nucleus, respectively (e.g. = 2 for incident deuteron); (deuteron energy in lab system) is in units of keV and is in units of barn. The numerical values of 1 , 2 and 3 for these reactions are listed in Table. 1. Figure. 1. Also by comparing our calculated numerical values with available experimental results as are shown in [8] , we concluded that this formula is very exact.
Figure1: Variations of fusion cross sections versus deuteron energy in lab system for different fusion reactions of D+Tand D+D By using data in Table. 1 and inserting equation (7) into equation (6) and integrate it for these reactions we can obtain the numerical values of averaged reactivity parameter in terms of temperature and plotted it for D+T and D+D in the Figure. concluded that the cross section and averaged reactivity of D+T fusion reaction is greater than D+D, and < > + ,< > + are strongly temperature dependent .From Fig.2 , it will therefore be recognize that resonant temperature in which the probability for occurring fusion is maximized for both D+T and D+D fusion reactions are approximately 60and 300keV ,respectively. 
GAIN REQUIREMENT
In order for fusion to be economically an attractive energy source it is necessary that the energy from thermonuclear reaction exceeds both the energy invested in achieving it and the losses due to radiation, reactor wall, conversion inefficiencies, etc. A simple estimate of the driver efficiency and target gain can be obtained using energy bookkeeping approach (Fig.3 ).
Figure 3: Power cycle. , the input power (this could be the electrical powerfrom the outlet). , the power at the output of the driver. , the power fromthermonuclear fusion.
, the power after converting the thermal energy to electricalenergy. Let be the electrical power that we intend to invest in achieving fusion and let be the efficiency of conversion of this power to laser light power . If we define the target gain as the ratio of the power obtained from the fusion reaction to thedriver power, then = = (8) taking into account the conversion efficiency from thermal to electrical power, the available electrical power is given by, = = (9) A fraction of this power is used to run the driver and the remainingfraction (1 − ) is send to the customers. The closer the factor (1 − )to unity, the more electricity is available to customers. This can be achieved by usingsmall values of , however, has a lower bound determined by the equation,
Using a typical value of 40% and recycling less than 1/4 of the power to run thedriver, we get, ≥ 10.Solid state lasers for example have an efficiency of 1-10% [9] and to fulfill the available condition, gains of 100-1000 are needed.
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DEUTERON BEAM AND DEPOSITED ENERGY IN PRE-COMPRESSED D+T FUEL
As we mentioned that in section 1, deuterons have been considered for fast ignition as well [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . By chenkov et al., considered an accelerated deuteron beam, but decided that deuterons would have too high an energy (7) (8) to form the desired hot spot [11] . Deuterons would not only provide proven ballistic focusing, but also fuse with the target fuel (both D and T) as they slow down [18] , providing a "bonus" energy gain. Depending on the target plasma conditions, this added fusion gain can be a significant contribution [19] . We must notice that the idea of bonus energy for first time is presented by Xiaoling Yang and et.al in low temperatures [20] , In this work we use of this idea, to compute the added energy released as the energetic deuterons interact with the target fuel ions in different range of temperatures ( 0-70keV) that is contained resonant temperature. This added energy increases total energy gain of the system. We use a modified energy multiplication factor to estimate the bonus energy in terms of the added "hot spot" heating by beam-target fusion reaction for D+T [18] . The deuteron beam deposited energy and stopping range and time are also calculated for this reaction. Also we determine time dependent of energy gain in different temperatures. The F value is the ratio between the fusion energy produced and the ion energy input to the plasma and for D+T fuel isgiven by [18] :
where and are, respectively, the average initial energy and the asymptotic thermalized energy of the injected single ion for each reaction [18, 21, 22] and
Such that for this reaction we have: 
where is the mass of electron and is the mass of the injected ion, both of which are in atomic mass unit (amu).< > is the fusion reactivity for the injected ion I of species k having atomic fraction in the target, ( ) is the corresponding energy released per fusion, and is the target electron temperature [22] . By combining equations (11), (12) and (13) we can estimate + . ln + is the Coulomb logarithm for D+T fusion reaction that is given by [20] : ln + ≈ 6.5 − ln 3 2 (14) Where is the atomic number of target fuel ions and here is in kilo-electron-volt, ρ is in
3
.We plotted the two and three dimensional variations of ln + in terms of target density and temperature(see Figure 4) . Figure 4 : a) The two and b) three dimensional variations ofln + in terms of target density and temperature . From this figure we see that by increasing temperature and reducing target density ln + is increased. The ( ) in Eq. (12) gives the energy released in the fusion reaction carried by both fast neutrons and charged particles. However, for hot spot heating, the of the hot spot is too low to significantly slow down the neutrons, so only charged particles contribute. Thus, for D+T reaction in the target(see reaction (3)) only the 20% of the fusion energy carried by the alphas is useful for heating while for the D+D reaction about 63% of the total is useful(see reactions (1) and (2)) [20] .Therefore, to prevent confusion, we introduce a new factor to represent the energy multiplication for the hot spot heating by the charged particles, and then + = 20% + for D+T fusion and for occurring D+D fusion in D+T mixture + = 63% + . In summary, the total energy that could be deposited into the target due to combined deuteron ion heating and beam-target fusion for D+T and D+D , respectively becomes:
+ = 1 + + (16) so it is seen that the parameters + , + play the role in the "bonus energy" for deuteron driven fast ignition in two reactions.To avoid confusion, please note that the here is the total energy deposited by the ion beam plus any contribution from its beamtarget fusion in the hot spot, but not the total input energy to the target that is often cited in energy studies and represents the total laser compression plus fast ignition energy delivered to the total target ,also the deuteron stopping range and stopping time can be calculated by following equations [20] :
Where, is calculated from equation (13) for D+T, the deuteron velocity is = 2 .
Forcalculating the total energy deposited into the target of D+T at first step we substitute equation (14) into equation (13),then at second step the obtained result is substituted into equation (12) and at third step the result of second step are inserted into equation (11) and we compute + and + for D+T reaction,at forth step we use of these parameters for determination of + and + at final step the obtained results from forth step inserted into equations (15) and (16) thus we can obtain the numerical values of + and + in D+T mixture for 300 ≤ ( 3 ) ≤ 500,0 ≤ ( ) ≤ 70 and deuteron energyE, with range of 0 ≤ ( ) ≤ 10. Also under these conditions we can calculate the deuteron stopping range and stopping time by using equations (17) and (18) . Figure.5 show the results of our calculations of + , + , + and + in the case of = 500 3 and in Table. 2computed numerical values of maximum of + , + , + and + are given for studyingD+T reaction at different temperatures and target density300 ≤ ( 3 ) ≤ 500. We see clearly that from Fig.5 ,the changes of + , + , + and + by increasing temperature is such that we have the maximum value of them in resonance temperature of 60 keV. We must be notice that the temperature 60 keV is a resonant temperature for D+T reaction such that in this temperature we have maximum probability for occurring fusion reaction.Also from Table. 2 we find that themaximum total deposited energy of + and + inside hot spot and also the maximum of + and + by increasing target density from 300 to 500( 3 )are raised very slowly.The total energy deposited inside hot spot ( + and + ) is alsofunction of deuteron energy beam ( )such that by increasing energy from 1 to 10000keVincreased. Fig.5 show that the values of multiplication factors + , + increased by increasing deuteron energy(please note that our calculations show that in temperature lower than 5keV at first by raising the deuteron energy + and + are increased and then slowly decreased).In all temperatures + is higher than + . From Fig.6 we see that by increasing temperature stopping time( + ) is increased because by raising temperature particle energy is increased then the stopping time become large. Since that by increasing temperature stopping range is increased then particle can move more distance (see Fig.7 ). The effective parameter that decreased stopping time and stopping range, is . Our calculations show that by changing from 10 
BALANCE EQUATIONS OF DEUTERIUM-TRITIUM MIXTURE
The following system of equations is used to describe the temporal evolution of plasma parameters averaged over the volume (the density of deuterium ions density of tritium ions , density of thermal alpha-particles , plasma energy E, for D+T nuclear fusion reaction :
The energy balance equationis given by = − + + − (22) and are the source terms which give us the fuel rates; , , and are the lifetimes of thermal alpha-particles, deuterium and tritium, and the energy confinement time, respectively, also the energy of the alpha particles are: is bremsstrahlung radiation coefficient. No explicit evolution equation is provided for the electron density since we can obtain it from the neutrality condition = + +2 , whereas the effective atomic number, the total density and the energy are written as
where , is the atomic number of the different ions. The fusion energy gain is defined as :
( ) = ( ) where ( ) is equal to the energy due to the number of occurred fusion reactions in target in terms of time and is the required energy for triggering fusion reactions in hot spot and is equal to 4MJ [23] .Also the fusion power density for D+T reaction is given by + = ( ) ( ) < > + + where + = 17.6 . We solve time dependent nonlinear coupled differential equations (19) to (22) with the use of computers (programming, Maple-15) under available physical conditions. Our computational obtained results are given , in Figs.8 to 10 and Table. 3. From Figs.8 to 10 we see clearly that ,by increasing temperature from 1 keV to 70 keV the variations of deuterium and tritium density in terms of time ( , ) are decreased since that by increasing time the consumption rate of and are increased but the changes of and , in all temperature are similar and as we see in Figs.8 to 10 they coincide each other. Thus, by increasing temperature 1 keV to 70 keV the variations of alpha density ( ) versus time at first by increasing time is increased and then decreased while the production rate of fusion plasma energy ( ( )) is increased until in resonant temperature 60 keV is maximized because in this temperature the highest number of D+T fusion reaction is occurred. Also, our calculations show that by increasing the injection rate of deuterium and tritium( ) from 10 22 to 10 24 −3
the rate of variations of and in terms of time are increased while and ( ) are increased. Therefore for having optimum value of power density and fusion energy gain by using the above discussions we choose the injection rate of deuterium and tritium and resonant temperature respectively equal to 10 24 −3 and =60keV(see Table. 3). 
CONCLUSION
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